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Abstract: The mammalian DNA methylation landscape is established and maintained by the com-
bined activities of the two key epigenetic modifiers, DNA methyltransferases (DNMT) and Ten-
eleven-translocation (TET) enzymes. Once DNMTs produce 5-methylcytosine (5mC), TET proteins
fine-tune the DNA methylation status by consecutively oxidizing 5mC to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine
(5hmC) and further oxidized derivatives. The 5mC and oxidized methylcytosines are essential for the
maintenance of cellular identity and function during differentiation. Cytosine modifications with
DNMT and TET enzymes exert pleiotropic effects on various aspects of hematopoiesis, including
self-renewal of hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSPCs), lineage determination, differentiation,
and function. Under pathological conditions, these enzymes are frequently dysregulated, leading
to loss of function. In particular, the loss of DNMT3A and TET2 function is conspicuous in diverse
hematological disorders, including myeloid and lymphoid malignancies, and causally related to
clonal hematopoiesis and malignant transformation. Here, we update recent advances in understand-
ing how the maintenance of DNA methylation homeostasis by DNMT and TET proteins influences
normal hematopoiesis and malignant transformation, highlighting the potential impact of DNMT3A
and TET2 dysregulation on clonal dominance and evolution of pre-leukemic stem cells to full-blown
malignancies. Clarification of the normal and pathological functions of DNA-modifying epigenetic
regulators will be crucial to future innovations in epigenetic therapies for treating hematological
disorders.

Keywords: CpG methylation; DNMT enzyme; TET dioxygenases; hematopoietic stem cells; clonal
hematopoiesis; blood cancer

1. Introduction

Methylation of cytosine residue in a cytosine-guanine (CpG) dinucleotide is an ex-
tensively studied epigenetic mechanism that is catalyzed by DNA methyltransferases
(DNMTs), yielding 5-methylcytosine (5mC), the fifth base in DNA. Cytosine methylation
serves as a conserved epigenetic mark and exerts profound effects on a spectrum of fun-
damental processes in cells, including DNA–protein interaction, transcription, chromatin
architecture and stability, chromosome segregation, and the integrity of the genome [1–3].
As a result, CpG methylation has important implications for key biological processes, in-
cluding long-term monoallelic repressions such as X chromosome inactivation and genomic
imprinting, as well as the silencing of endogenous parasitic sequences (i.e., retrotrans-
posons) and tumor-suppressor genes. In general, high levels of 5mC at promoters can be
associated with transcriptional silencing, although their correlation at the genome-wide
level is low [1,4]. Promoter methylation can repress transcription by facilitating the for-
mation of a transcriptional repressor complex via the recruitment of 5mC-recognizing
proteins such as methyl-CpG-binding proteins (MBDs) or by directly blocking the binding
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of transcription factors (TFs) [5–8]. In contrast, gene body methylation tends to be positively
correlated with gene transcription [9]. Besides normal biology, DNA methylation is dysreg-
ulated under pathological conditions, critically impacting a variety of processes, including
every stage of cancer development (i.e., initiation, maintenance, and progression). Indeed,
the DNA methylation pattern is recurrently perturbed in cancer and is thus considered a
classic hallmark of cancer. Cancer genomes generally display two characteristic patterns
of aberrant DNA methylation: a focal increase in DNA methylation at gene promoters
(associated with transcriptional silencing of key tumor-suppressor or repair genes) and
a global reduction in DNA methylation across the genome (associated with activation of
parasitic sequences and genomic instability).

5mC has been considered a very stable base since its discovery. Thus, cytosines were
initially thought to exist in either methylated or unmethylated states [10]. However, a
further layer of complexity to the covalent modification of cytosine has been revealed as we
understood the function of the TET family of dioxygenases. TET proteins fine-tune cytosine
methylation by oxidizing the methyl group of 5mC to form 5-hydroxymethylcytosine
(5hmC), a process termed DNA hydroxymethylation (Figure 1a). They can further oxidize
the hydroxyl group of 5hmC to generate 5-formylcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxylcytosine
(5caC). Notably, TET-mediated oxidation of 5mC up to these higher oxidation states (5fC
and 5caC) provides routes to the activation of replication-independent demethylation
(which will be discussed in detail later). Together, the methylome landscape in the mam-
malian genome is exquisitely regulated by the complex interplay between DNMT and TET
activities.
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Figure 1. Role of TET proteins in 5mC oxidation and DNA demethylation. (a) TET proteins belong to
the family of Fe2+- and αKG-dependent dioxygenases that oxidize their substrates. All three TET
family members successively oxidize 5mC to 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC. (b) Proteins of the TET family
consist of TET1, TET2, and TET3. All three TET proteins have highly conserved catalytic domains at
the carboxyl-terminal region, which is composed of the Cys-rich (Cys) and double-stranded β-helix
(DSBH) domain. While TET1 and TET3 have the CXXC domain at their amino-terminal regions,
TET2 does not contain it. Instead, during evolution, the chromosomal inversion separated the region
encoding the CXXC domain of primordial TET2 from that encoding its catalytic domain, giving rise
to a unique gene IDAX (which is also called CXXC4). (c) DNMTs methylate cytosine to yield 5mC,
which is further oxidized by TET proteins. The oxidized methylcytosines (called oxi-mCs) interfere
with DNMT1, thus promoting “passive” DNA demethylation after replication. Moreover, 5fC and
5caC are recognized and cleaved by the DNA repair protein TDG. Then, the resultant abasic sites are
repaired by the base-excision repair (BER) pathway, a process called replication-independent “active”
DNA demethylation.
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Recent large-scale sequencing analyses have successfully revealed a comprehensive
catalog of mutational signatures in a wide variety of cancers, thereby facilitating the identifi-
cation and functional characterization of candidate cancer-causing driver mutations [11–14].
In hematological neoplasms, numerous somatic mutations recurrently occur in the genes
encoding various epigenetic modifiers, including histone/DNA modification enzymes and
chromatin remodelers. DNMT3A and TET genes are among the genes most frequently
mutated in clonal hematopoiesis and hematologic cancers. Thus, in this review, we briefly
review recent progress in our understanding of how both enzymes contribute to the DNA
methylation homeostasis, normal hematopoiesis, and malignant transformation, focusing
our discussion on the potential molecular mechanisms underlying hematological oncogen-
esis driven by DNMT3A and TET2 dysregulation.

2. Maintenance of Cytosine Methylation Homeostasis by DNMT and TET Proteins
2.1. Establishing and Maintaining the Mammalian Methylation Landscape

Epigenetic modifications imposed on the mammalian genome confer stability and
diversity to the functional state of cells by creating chemically stable but reversible marks
that have a direct effect on the local gene activity. DNA cytosine methylation is a central
epigenetic modification that is faithfully inherited from parent to daughter cells, a feature
that is critical for the preservation of specific gene expression programs and cellular identity
across cell divisions [15,16]. On the other hand, DNA methylation is highly mutagenic
as 5mC undergoes rapid deamination to thymine, causing C-to-T transition [17]. This
inherent mutability of methylated cytosines results in a much lower frequency of the CpG
dinucleotides (3~8% of all cytosines) in the genome than expected while increasing a natural
source of genetic variations to facilitate the emergence of novel heritable epimutations and
epialleles.

Enzymes of the DNMT family are the “writers” of cytosine methylation that catalyt-
ically remove a methyl group (−CH3) from S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) and put it at
the 5-position (C5) of cytosine to yield 5mC [18–20] (Figure 1). Although the mammalian
genome shows profound asymmetry in terms of the distribution of CpG-rich and CpG-poor
regions, DNMTs typically catalyze symmetrical methylation of cytosine in a 5′-CpG-3′

dinucleotide on both strands of DNA [18–20]. DNA methylation patterns are relatively
stable in most cell types [21], with over 80% of CpG sites being methylated [22]. However,
a small fraction of CpG sites is variably methylated in different tissue lineages and predom-
inantly co-localize with distal cis-regulatory elements (CREs), particularly enhancers and
TF binding sites [23].

During early embryogenesis, the de novo DNA methyltransferases DNMT3A and
DNMT3B initially deposit the methylation marks on unmethylated templates. Once es-
tablished, the canonical maintenance methyltransferase DNMT1 ensures the somatic in-
heritance of the pre-existing methylation patterns via post-replicative methylation of the
nascent DNA strand. During the S phase of the cell cycle, DNA replication machinery does
not copy 5mC on the parental strand onto the newly synthesized daughter strand, resulting
in hemimethylated DNAs. Then, DNMT1 localized to the replication fork restores the
symmetrical methylation by methylating the nascent strand. DNMT1 has a marked prefer-
ence for hemimethylated CpGs due to its physical association with the ubiquitin-like plant
homeodomain and RING finger domain-containing protein 1 (UHRF1; also known as NP95)
and the proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) [24–28]. The vast majority of hemimethy-
lated CpG sites are methylated very rapidly within 20 min of replication, although a small
fraction of them remain stably hemimethylated and are inherited at CCCTC-binding fac-
tor (CTCF)/cohesin-binding sites that regulate chromatin assembly [29]. The failure of
maintenance methylation due to impaired expression or function of DNMTs results in
replication-dependent “passive” demethylation.

The long-standing view on the divergent functions of DNMT family members as either
maintenance (DNMT1) or de novo (DNMT3A/3B) methylases, respectively, has recently
been challenged. DNMT1 has been shown to possess a de novo methyltransferase activity
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in vitro and in vivo [30,31], which is particularly important for the stable repression of
retrotransposons [31]. Moreover, DNMT1 alone is not capable of handling maintenance
methylation entirely [32,33]. Intriguingly, DNMT3A and DNMT3B exhibit similar activities
toward unmethylated and hemimethylated DNA in vitro and can contribute to the mainte-
nance methylation in many cells, including mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs), neuronal
cells, and hematopoietic cells [32,34–37]. In the absence of DNMT3A/3B, ESCs show high
levels of hemimethylated DNA (~30% of CpG sites) in the repetitive elements [38]. These
results suggest that the maintenance of mammalian DNA methylome relies on the com-
bined activities of all three DNMTs: the predominant DNA methylase DNMT1 catalyzes
the bulk of methylation at the replication forks, particularly on the hemimethylated DNA
in dividing cells, and DNMT3A/3B catalyze ongoing methylation of newly replicated CpG
sites to complete methylation at specific chromatin regions such as repeat sequences [39].

2.2. Iterative Oxidation of 5mC and DNA Demethylation by TET Proteins

Until recently, 5mC has been considered a terminal cytosine modification form that
either remains a stable base or reverts to cytosine through demethylation. Besides the
(replication-dependent) passive demethylation, the dynamicity of 5mC abundance is also
controlled by the (replication-independent) active demethylation pathway [40,41]. In
mammals, the mechanism underpinning passive demethylation is relatively well elucidated.
However, it had remained a mystery how 5mC was actively reversed independently of
DNA replication until the landmark discovery of the TET enzyme function as a 5mC
oxidase [42].

The TET family of dioxygenases, including TET1, TET2, and TET3, directly influence
the methylation states by serving as the 5mC “erasers” (Figure 1b) [42–45]. In 2009, the Rao
group discovered the function of TET1 protein based on its homology to base J-binding
proteins (JBPs), the thymidine hydroxylases that catalyze the first step in the biosynthesis
of an unusual base called base J (β-d-glucosyl-hydroxymethyl-uracil) in kinetoplastid
DNAs [42,46,47]. TET proteins belong to the Fe2+- and α-ketoglutarate (αKG, also known
as 2-oxoglutarate)-dependent dioxygenase family [48]. Unlike thymidine hydroxylases
that oxidize thymine, TET proteins catalyze in situ hydroxylation of 5mC in the 5mCpG
dinucleotide to yield 5hmC through an oxidation reaction requiring molecular oxygen,
reduced iron (Fe2+), and tricarboxylic-acid-cycle intermediate αKG (Figure 1a). They
first transfer a hydroxyl group (−OH) to the methyl group of 5mC to generate 5hmC by
transferring one atom of molecular oxygen to the C5-methyl group of 5mC; meanwhile,
αKG undergoes oxidative decarboxylation by the other oxygenic atom, releasing CO2 and
succinate as byproducts (Figure 1a) [49]. TET proteins carry out two additional oxidation
reactions to sequentially oxidize 5hmC to 5-formylcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxylcytosine
(5caC) [42,44,45]. All TET members enable successive 5mC oxidation due to the conserved
catalytic core domains at their carboxyl-terminal regions (Figure 1b). In line with their
strong functional link to DNA methylation, TET orthologues are strictly restricted to
metazoan organisms that possess cytosine methylation machinery [47,48]. It has been
shown that 5fC and 5caC are produced by iterative actions of TET2 protein in a single
encounter with 5mC-containing DNA without releasing 5hmC intermediates and that this
catalysis is not significantly affected by the modification status of the complementary CpG
sites [50].

All three forms of oxidized methylcytosines (oxi-mCs) play a vital role in all known
pathways of DNA demethylation in mammals (Figure 1c) [51,52]. First, oxi-mCs in the
template strand impair maintenance methylation by interfering with the DNMT1/UHRF1
complex. Thus, the original DNA methylation is lost after cell division [53,54] unless
it is maintained by the other methylases DNMT3A/3B. This oxi-mC-facilitated passive
demethylation is considered the principal mechanism for the priming of the promoters
or enhancers of lineage-specifying genes in dividing cells (Figure 1c) [55–57]. Second,
replication-independent 5mC removal primarily implicates TET-mediated 5mC oxidation
up to 5fC and 5caC, which are removed from the DNA backbone by the DNA repair
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enzyme thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG) (Figure 1c). TDG typically remove thymine
from T:G mismatches and can also hydrolyze the glycosidic linkage between the sugar
moiety of DNA and 5fC/5caC that normally pair with G. This cleavage results in abasic
sites that are eventually repaired to unmodified cytosine through a base excision repair
(BER) pathway [44,58–60]. Thus, TET-catalyzed oxi-mCs are pivotal intermediates in active
DNA demethylation.

In addition to its role in maintaining enhancer activity to promote cell fate determina-
tion, TET-mediated active DNA demethylation was recently shown to generate endogenous
DNA damage, particularly single-strand DNA breaks during the BER process [61]. In many
cell types, TET-dependent active demethylation seems to play a minor role in replicating
cells compared with passive demethylation. Interestingly, TET2-mediated 5mC oxidation
was stalled at 5hmC when a conserved residue (Thr1372) in its active site was mutated [62].
As TDG-dependent active demethylation requires oxidation up to 5fC and 5caC, this TET2
variant would be useful to evaluate to what extent TET-mediated active demethylation
contributes to certain cellular processes. Furthermore, oxi-mC intermediates have roles as
unique epigenetic marks independently of the DNA demethylation pathway, presumably
by influencing the chromatin association of methyl CpG-binding proteins or specific oxi-
mC-interacting proteins or other epigenetic mechanisms. Thus, it is also useful to probe the
biological functions of 5hmC separately from further oxidation products.

Alternatively, AID/APOBEC family enzymes are shown to deaminate 5mC or 5hmC
to uracil or 5-hydroxymethyl-uracil, respectively, which are subsequently reverted to
cytosine by BER enzymes [63,64]. TDG seems to act as a common mediator in the var-
ious demethylation pathways, and its deficiency indeed disrupts normal methylation
patterns [65]. However, the active demethylation in the zygotic genome remains unaffected
even in the absence of TDG [66], suggesting that there might be unidentified additional
strategies by which cells accomplish active demethylation independent of the TET/TDG-
dependent pathway. As a potential mechanism, mouse ESCs are shown to possess a 5caC
decarboxylase activity [67], although the responsible enzyme remains to be identified.

3. Epigenetic Regulation of Clonal Hematopoiesis by DNMT and TET Proteins

Clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP) refers to the aberrant expan-
sion of hematopoietic cell clones without overt abnormalities such as cytopenia, dysplasia,
or neoplasia [68–70]. CHIP arises from competition over a long period among long-lived
HSCs in the bone marrow. Large cohort studies in humans with advanced age have identi-
fied ~20 somatic mutations as potential cell-intrinsic contributors to clonal dominance in
CHIP. Most of these mutations typically fall within the three functional categories, including
epigenetic modifiers (e.g., DNMT3A, TET2, and ASXL1), splicing factors (e.g., SF3B1 and
SRSF2), and regulators of DNA damage response (PPM1D and TP53) [69]. In particular,
somatic mutations in epigenetic modifiers are remarkably widespread, with ~70% of all
CHIP-associated variants being mutations in DNMT3A, TET2, and ASXL1 (Figure 2).

Different CHIP mutations are shown to drive clonal expansion with substantially dif-
ferent growth rates, and mutations driving faster clonal growth tend to carry an increased
risk of malignancy [71]. While DNMT3A mutant clones preferentially expanded early in life
and underwent a slower clonal expansion in old age, TET2 mutations emerged across all
ages and induced faster clonal expansion, resulting in TET2 becoming the most prevalent
CHIP driver in old age [71]. Consistent with their potential roles in CHIP, DNMT3A and
TET2 mutations are early events occurring in HSCs during the clonal evolution to leukemia
(Figure 2) [72,73]. Notably, DNMT3A mutations occur more frequently in multipotent HSCs
and propagate in all blood lineages, while TET2 mutations occur in more committed pro-
genitors with myeloid potential, suggesting that DNMT3A mutations primarily contribute
to multipotency and that TET2 mutations confer a strong myeloid bias [74]. To functionally
characterize these variants, many murine models harboring a conditional deletion of these
genes in a hematopoietic system have been generated. These animal models show that
mutations augmenting HSC self-renewal and fitness, rather than those influencing their
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balanced differentiation, exert the most potent effect on CHIP in general [75]. In particu-
lar, the LOF of DNA methylation regulators DNMT3A and TET2 efficiently drives CHIP
by rendering the HSPC more competitive through enhanced self-renewal and restricted
differentiation, as described below.
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cells to hematologic malignancies. A model for clonal expansion of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) to
establish the preleukemic condition that eventually evolves into frank malignancies is shown. Healthy
HSCs self-renew and differentiate into multipotent progenitors that give rise to functional tri-lineage
hematopoietic cells in the periphery (upper panel). However, aging HSCs acquire somatic mutations
in genes encoding the key epigenetic modifiers DNMT3A and TET2 that confer competitive fitness
advantage and drive the clonal expansion of mutant HSCs, resulting in CHIP (lower panel). DNMT3A
mutation is presumed to mainly influence multipotency (i.e., self-renewal), and TET2 mutations
preferentially influence inflammation and myeloid bias, respectively. The pre-leukemic stem cells
eventually evolve into full-blown malignancies after acquiring subsequent cooperating mutations in
genes encoding FLT3, ASXL1, JAK2, EZH2, NRAS, KIT, RHOA, DNMT3A, SRSF2, AML-ETO1, etc.

4. DNMTs in Normal and Malignant Hematopoiesis
4.1. DNMTs in HSC Self-Renewal and Lineage Specification

CpG methylation stabilizes the self-renewal and lineage commitment of HSPCs during
normal hematopoiesis [76–79]. Many knockout (KO) studies in mice have demonstrated
that constitutive methylation is essential for the maintenance of stemness (i.e., self-renewal
and multipotency)-related gene expression as well as the suppression of premature activa-
tion of lineage-affiliated genes in HSPCs (Table 1). Despite identical biochemical activities,
different DNMT family members exert distinct effects on these processes, although the rea-
son for this is not understood entirely. Loss of DNMT1 in mice, as achieved by conditional
gene deletion or the expression of a hypomorphic variant in the DNMT1 KO background,
significantly disrupted the homeostasis and self-renewal of HSCs regardless of transplan-
tation stress [76,79]. DNMT1 deficiency led to DNA hypomethylation in HSCs, resulting
in widespread transcriptional deregulation. Strikingly, these transcriptional alterations
occurred in a lineage-specific manner: myeloerythroid genes (e.g., Gata1, Id2, and Cebpa)
were derepressed, whereas lymphoid and stem cell-related genes were downregulated
in HSCs, which was supported functionally by markedly skewed differentiation toward
myeloerythroid lineages with impaired lymphopoiesis [76]. These observations support
the notion that DNA methylation may epigenetically divert lymphoid progenitors from the
default differentiation program toward a myeloid lineage.

On the other hand, consistent with the recurrent DNMT3A mutation in CHIP, DNMT3A
loss in mice augmented the self-renewal of HSCs, with their differentiation being com-
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promised over serial transplantation on a per-HSC basis (i.e., a lower output of mature
blood cells per HSC) [77,80,81]. Compared with DNMT3A loss, DNMT3B LOF displayed
similar but milder phenotypes, and simultaneous deletion of DNMT3A and DNMT3B
exhibited synergistic effects, causing enhanced HSC self-renewal and a more severe dif-
ferentiation block [80]. While it remains to be elucidated how DNMT3A loss exerts this
profound effect on HSCs, several pieces of evidence suggest that modulation of DNA
methylation by DNMT3A at HSC regulatory elements plays a critical role. In DNMT3A-KO
HSCs, overall methylation levels remained largely unchanged, and even alterations in
methylation were poorly correlated with changes in gene expression in general. How-
ever, DNMT3A deficiency seemed to induce notable hypomethylation and derepression
of the key multipotency-related genes, including Runx1, Gata3, Pbx1, and Cdkn1a, while
downregulating differentiation-associated genes such as Flk2, Ikaros, Sfpi1 (Pu.1), and Mef2c.
Intriguingly, DNMT3A loss allowed HSCs to self-renew over at least 12 rounds of transplan-
tation by reducing DNA methylation at enhancers or canyons associated with self-renewal
genes [82]. Thus, upon differentiation signals, DNMT3A may methylate and repress a
handful of HSC self-renewal genes to allow for downstream differentiation.

4.2. Dysregulation of DNMT3A in Hematologic Malignancies

The DNA methylation abnormalities arising from dysfunctional DNMTs are linked to
the initiation and progression of hematological cancers. Unlike DNMT1, somatic mutations
in DNMT3A are prevalent in hematologic malignancies of myeloid and lymphoid lineage,
including AML (~20%) and myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS; ~10%), and these mutations
are associated with a poor prognosis [83]. In AML, DNMT3A mutations are highly enriched
for heterozygous point mutations at position R882 (most commonly R882H) within the
catalytic domain. The DNMT3AR882 hotspot mutation is a hypomorph that diminishes
methyltransferase activity to ~20% of normal levels by disrupting active tetramer forma-
tion, thus acting in a dominant negative manner [84]. In addition, multiple nonsense
or frameshift mutations are also presumed to produce truncated forms of the DNMT3A
enzyme with defective methylase activity [85]. Notably, most CHIP-related DNMT3A
mutations are also heterozygous and presumed to be LOF mutations, and these mutations
occur all along the length of the gene, although R882 mutations are also frequent [70].

Table 1. Hematopoietic phenotypes of DNMT-deficient animal models.

Genotype Major KO Mice Phenotype Hematologic Malignancy References

Dnmt1−/chip

Disrupted HSC homeostasis and self-renewal;
diminished repopulation capacity;
myeloerythroid skewing; derepression of
myeloerythroid genes and suppression of
lymphoid and stem cell-related genes in HSCs

Not observed [76]

Dnmt1fl/fl Mx1-Cre

Defective HSC self-renewal, BM niche retention,
and multilineage differentiation; diminished
repopulation capacity; enhanced myeloid
lineage gene expression

Not observed [79]

Dnmt3afl/fl Mx1-Cre
(competitive transplantation)

Augmented HSC self-renewal and suppressed
differentiation over serial transplantation; global
hypomethylation and CpG island
hypermethylation; increased expression of
multipotency genes but reduced expression of
differentiation genes in HSCs

Not observed [77]
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Table 1. Cont.

Genotype Major KO Mice Phenotype Hematologic Malignancy References

Dnmt3afl/fl Dnmt3bfl/fl Mx1-Cre
(competitive transplantation)

Similar but milder effect in Dnmt3b KO mice;
synergistic effects of double KO in enhancing
HSC self-renewal; mild global hypomethylation;
HSC differentiation block due to activated
β-catenin signaling

Not observed [80]

Dnmt3afl/fl Tet2fl/fl Mx1-Cre
(competitive transplantation)

Limitless self-renewal of Dnmt3a KO HSC
in vivo; exhaustion of Tet2 KO HSC; myeloid
skewing and rapid expansion of Tet2 KO
progenitors

Not observed [81]

Dnmt3afl/fl Mx1-Cre
(competitive transplantation)

Limitless self-renewal of Dnmt3a KO HSC
in vivo (>12 rounds of transplantation); focal loss
of DNA methylation at self-renewal-associated
genes; compromised differentiation potential

Not observed [82]

Dnmt3a+/− Age-associated myeloid skewing and a
competitive transplantation advantage

Myeloid malignancy (37.2% of
mice at >20 mo;
transplantable); no T cell
leukemia

[85]

EµSRα-tTA;Teto-Cre;
Dnmt3afl/fl

Splenomegaly largely due to expansion of
mature B1 B-cells; ~20% decrease in overall gene
body methylation; hypomethylation of repetitive
elements; CLL and T-cell malignancies in
Dnmt3a/b double KO mice

Chronic lymphocytic
leukemia (100%, median
survival, 371 days, B-cell
malignancy); no myeloid
malignancy

[86]

Dnmt3afl/fl Mx1-Cre
(non-competitive
transplantation)

Lineage-specific methylation aberrations;
acquisition of spontaneous mutations, including
Kras; accelerated Nras-driven neoplasia by
DNMT3A loss

Myeloid malignancy (MDS
(24.39%), AML (19.51%);
B-ALL and T-ALL (9.75%);
median survival, 321 days

[87]

Dnmt3afl/fl Mx1-Cre
(non-competitive
transplantation)

Bone marrow failure; enhanced HSC serial
replating capacity; dysfunctional myeloid and
erythroid development; acquisition of c-Kit
mutation

MDS-like disease (76%,
median survival, 328 days;
transplantable); MPD (16%)
and AML (8%); cooperation
with c-Kit mutation in the
development of acute
leukemia (median survival,
67 days)

[88]

Dnmt3afl/fl Mx1-Cre
Increased HSCPC self-renewal; cytopenia;
impaired erythropoiesis; myeloproliferation

MDS/MPN (median survival,
48.6 wk; transplantable) [89]

Tetracycline-inducible Dnmt3b
knock-in

Impaired leukemia development and leukemia
stem cell function; widespread DNA
hypermethylation;

Blockade of Myc-Blc2- or
MLL-AF9-induced
leukemogenesis

[90]

BMT after retroviral
overexpression of
DNMT3AR882H

Aberrant expression of hematopoiesis-related
genes with corresponding changes in gene body
methylation

CMML-like disease (100% of
mice) [91]

Animal studies have shown that the LOF of DNMT3A can drive the transforma-
tion from HSPCs to different malignancies (Table 1). DNMT3A loss was not enough to
immediately trigger the transformation of murine hematopoietic cells, but its long-term
ablation predisposes mice to develop heterogeneous malignancies [85–88], suggesting that
DNMT3A mutations possess moderate leukemogenic potential in vivo. Mice heterozygous
for germ-line deletion of the Dnmt3a allele showed myeloid skewing and a competitive
transplantation advantage and eventually developed transplantable myeloid malignancies
after a long latency [85]. Likewise, conditional deletion of Dnmt3a in the hematopoietic
system also resulted in lethal, fully penetrant, and transplantable myeloproliferative neo-
plasms (MPNs) with a median survival of 48.6 weeks [89]. In a separate study, conditional
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deletion of Dnmt3a in stem/progenitor cells led to chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL)
with a median survival of 371 days, which was accelerated by the combined deletion of
Dnmt3b [86]. However, no myeloid malignancies were observed in these animals. In con-
trast, forced expression of Dnmt3b in mice significantly delayed leukemogenesis induced
by either Myc-Bcl2 or MLL-AF9 [90].

When Dnmt3a KO HSCs were transplanted into lethally irradiated mice without
healthy bone marrow cells, all the mice died within one year of a range of hemato-
logic malignancies such as MDS, AML, and T- and B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia
(Table 1), the diseases also frequently observed in patients with DNMT3A mutations, and
the sick mice acquired a variety of cooperating mutations [87,88]. Furthermore, chimeric
mice reconstituted with bone marrow cells overexpressing the DNMT3AR882H mutant also
developed myeloproliferation resembling CMML due to impaired gene expression and
DNA methylation [88,91]. Most of the DNMT-disrupted murine models display alter-
ations in the DNA methylation patterns and transcriptional programs, but it is unclear
whether the altered methylome is directly attributed to the transcriptional changes and
malignant transformation. As many genes related to HSC self-renewal or dysregulated in
leukemia (e.g., HoxA9, Meis1, and Evi1) were under the control of large undermethylated
domains termed “canyons” whose boundaries were eroded in the absence of DNMT3A [37],
DNMT3A-mediated methylation of canyon borders may also contribute to the suppression
of transformation. Furthermore, it also remains to be clarified how DNMT3A inactivation
results in diverse types of malignancies. Given that different types of diseases in the same
DNMT3A KO model display distinct lineage-specific methylation profiles [87], deficiency of
DNMT3A may induce pre-leukemia, which then transform into different types of leukemia
depending on additional hits.

5. TET Proteins in Normal and Malignant Hematopoiesis
5.1. Impaired TET Expression or Function in Myeloid and Lymphoid Malignancies

Although genes encoding TET1 and TET3 are rarely mutated in hematopoietic dis-
eases, TET2 frequently undergoes somatic mutation, affecting both lymphoid and myeloid
lineages [92–94]. TET2 mutations are also the second most common mutations in CHIP.
TET2 mutations are distributed along the length of its coding region, and many missense
mutations are relatively clustered in the catalytic domain, mostly resulting in the LOF of the
enzyme. TET2 mutations are prevalent in a range of myeloid malignancies, including AML
(~23%), MDS (~25%), MPN (~13%), and CMML (~50%), and also in lymphoid malignancies,
including T cell lymphoma (~11.9%) and B cell lymphoma (~2%) [92–94].

Particularly, TET2 mutations are highly recurrent events in peripheral T-cell lym-
phoma (PTCL) such as angioimmunoblastic T cell lymphoma (AITL; 33~63%) and PTCL,
not otherwise specified (PTCL-NOS; 20~36%) [95–97]. Based on the transcriptional pro-
files, AITL is a highly aggressive form of PTCL driven by malignant cells derived from
follicular helper T (Tfh) cells, and TET2 mutations are more common in a subgroup of
PTCL-NOS displaying Tfh-like features. Thus, TET2 mutations in PTCL are thought to be
associated with Tfh differentiation [96]. In PTCL, particularly AITL, mutations in RHOA,
DNMT3A, and IDH2 genes are also common, and TET2 mutations often co-exist with these
mutations [97–100], consistent with a notion that TET2 mutations may cause preleukemic
conditions and require additional mutations to drive full-blown diseases.

TET2 mutations are also frequent in B-cell malignancies, particularly in diffuse large
B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL; 6~12%), the most common type of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma
arising from germinal center B cells. Notably, in an assay to quantify 5hmC in the genome
of patients with various hematologic malignancies, levels of 5hmC in a significant pro-
portion of patients with wild-type (WT) TET2 (and also WT TET1 and TET3) were as
low as those from patients with TET2 mutations [43]. This suggests that TET proteins
can be inactivated even without mutations in their coding region, presumably through
impaired expression or function of TET mRNAs or proteins. The potential mechanisms
are extensively reviewed in [92–94]. Importantly, future studies are necessary to resolve
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whether functional inactivation of TET proteins via non-mutational venues also contributes
to CHIP.

5.2. Context-Dependent Function of TET1 and TET3

Accumulated evidence indicates that individual TET family members have distinct
impacts on HSC self-renewal, lineage specification, and differentiation (Table 2). Dysreg-
ulation of specific members results in oncogenesis toward distinct types of malignancies.
Despite low expression in hematopoietic tissues and rare mutations in hematologic neo-
plasms, TET1 is indispensable for normal and malignant hematopoiesis. TET1 can promote
or antagonize transformation depending on the context. As observed in many solid can-
cers [101], TET1 acts as a tumor suppressor in B-cell malignancy [102]. In non-Hodgkin’s
B cell lymphomas, such as DLBCL or follicular lymphoma (FL), TET1 was epigenetically
silenced through promoter hypermethylation. TET1 loss resulted in DNA hypermethyla-
tion in murine HSPCs and disrupted the expression of many genes implicated in B lineage
specification, chromosomal maintenance, and DNA repair [102]. As a result, Tet1 KO mice
were predisposed to increased self-renewal, DNA damage accumulation, and lymphoid
skewing, eventually developing B-cell lymphoma after a long latency. However, it remains
to be determined whether TET1 loss induces lymphoid skewing by influencing transcrip-
tional priming in HSCs and also why lymphoid lineage cells are specifically susceptible to
TET1 LOF. Given that TET1 mutations are rare in CHIP, even though they seem to increase
HSC self-renewal, TET1 LOF occurring independently of mutations may be implicated in
driving clonal hematopoiesis.

In contrast, TET1 can also act as an oncogene during leukemogenesis, particularly in
T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL). TET1 was directly activated by MLL fusion
proteins and enhanced oncogenic transcriptional programs involving HOXA9, MEIS1, and
PBX3, thus facilitating leukemogenesis [103,104]. Furthermore, TET1 expression was higher
in human T-ALL cell lines and clinical samples [105,106] than in normal bone marrow or
B-ALL samples. TET1 depletion significantly disrupted the proliferation of human T-
ALL cells in vitro and in vivo by impairing the expression of many oncogenes and DNA
repair genes [106]. Interestingly, the PARP inhibitor Olaparib substantially reduced TET1
expression and blocked the leukemic growth of T-ALL cells. In addition, increased TET1
expression was associated with the poor survival of patients with cytogenetically normal
acute myeloid leukemia (CN-AML) [107], suggesting that TET1 may play a role as an
oncogene in AML. It remains to be fully elucidated how TET1 exerts contrasting effects in
different types of hematopoietic malignancies.

Tet3 KO mice did not display any significant hematopoietic abnormalities [92], and a
recent study showed that aged Tet3 KO mice harboring haploinsufficiency of the Tet2 allele
ultimately developed AML after a long latency [108]. Interestingly, in the leukemic mice,
the remaining Tet2 allele was lost during the development of AML. These results suggest
the tumor suppressor function of TET3 in malignant hematopoiesis. In contrast, TET3
expression was shown to be aberrant in AML patients, with its depletion suppressing the
growth of AML cells in vitro and in vivo. The enforced expression of TET3 substantially
impaired myeloid, but not erythroid, colony formation, suggesting its oncogenic roles.
Further studies are required to precisely define the role of TET3 in oncogenesis.

5.3. TET2 in HSC Self-Renewal and Lineage Commitment

Despite the antagonistic biochemical activities, with DNMT3A yielding the 5mC mark
and TET2 erasing it, deletion of Tet2 in mice paradoxically leads to similar phenotypic
outcomes as a DNMT3A LOF in terms of enhanced HSC self-renewal, clonal hematopoiesis,
impeded differentiation (on a per-HSC basis), and oncogenesis [43,81,94,109] (Table 2).
Although there are subtle differences in the degree of their impacts when compared in
parallel, the overall direction of the phenotypic changes is the same in both murine models.
Transplantation of Tet2 KO bone marrow cells or Dnmt3a KO HSCs showed augmented
peripheral blood chimerism in a cell-intrinsic manner [77,95,110–112]. The loss of TET2 and
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DNMT3A influenced HSC self-renewal to a different extent: in serial transplantation assays,
the ability of TET2 KO HSCs to self-renew was transiently increased during early passages
of transplantation but decreased up to the level in WT HSCs after the third transplantation,
although DNMT3A KO HSCs could regenerate almost indefinitely in vivo [81,82]. Further-
more, while DNMT3A loss more specifically affected HSCs [77,80–82], TET2 deficiency
exhibited a broader effect on HSPCs. Indeed, the primary impact of the TET2 LOF seems to
be driving skewed myeloid differentiation of committed progenitors rather than long-term
HSCs [81], in agreement with frequent occurrences of TET2 mutations in myeloid-primed
progenitors in CHIP [74].

In contrast, a recent single-cell RNA-sequencing analysis highlights that the opposing
effects of DNMT3A and TET2 loss on the DNA methylation status indeed have antagonistic
effects on the early HSPC lineage specification [113]. TET2 loss in HSCs favored differen-
tiation skews toward myelomonocytic over erythroid progenitors, while DNMT3A loss
caused an opposite shift. Mechanistically, this disturbed hematopoietic lineage commitment
was attributed to opposing biases in transcriptional priming, with TET2 and DNMT3A
LOF favoring the myelomonocytic and erythroid lineages, respectively, in uncommitted
HSCs. Consistent with the notion that direct inhibition of TF binding is considered the
primary mode of gene silencing by DNA methylation [114,115], the chromatin accessibility
of key lineage-determining TFs was particularly susceptible to methylation changes, and
strikingly, its sensitivity was determined by the CpG density of the binding motifs [113].
As the TF binding motif had a higher CpG enrichment, it was more readily inactivated by
hypermethylation. Interestingly, the DNA-binding motifs of erythroid TFs had a higher
CpG content than those of myelomonocytic TFs. Thus, erythroid TFs (e.g., TAL1 and KLF1)
were strongly inactivated by TET2 loss-induced hypermethylation, with an opposite effect
being observed in DNMT3A loss-induced hypomethylation. However, myelomonocytic
TFs (e.g., IRF8 and SP1) were not significantly affected due to their low CpG content in
their binding sites. As a result, TET2 loss caused myelomonocytic skews in HSC priming,
whereas DNMT3A loss induced erythroid skews. Thus, DNMT3A and TET2 exert antago-
nistic effects on genome-wide methylation in HSCs, which is connected to differentiation
skews through the differences in CpG enrichment of the TF binding site.

Table 2. Hematopoietic phenotypes of TET-deficient animal models.

Genotype Major KO Mice Phenotype Hematologic Malignancy References

Tet1−/−

Increased HSC self-renewal; skewed
differentiation toward B lineage; enhanced
colony formation in vitro; accumulation of
DNA damage

B-cell lymphoma (median
survival, 22 mo) [102]

Tet1−/−; bone marrow transfer
after retroviral expression of
shTet1

TET1 induction by MLL fusions Delayed MLL-AF9-induced
leukemogenesis [103]

Tet3fl/fl Vav-Cre
Normal tri-lineage differentiation; augmented
repopulation capacity Not observed [92]

Tet2fl/+ Mx-Cre; Tet3fl/+ Mx-Cre;
Tet2fl/fl Tet3fl/fl Mx-Cre

Inactivation of nontargeted Tet2 or Tet3 allele in
AMLs in the single KO mice

AML in Tet2/3 double KO
(median survival, ~10.7 wk);
AML with a longer latencies
in Tet2 or Tet3 single KO
(median survival, ~27 wk)

[108]

Tet2fl/fl Mx-Cre or Vav-Cre
Limited HSC self-renewal in serial
transplantation; profound myeloid skewing

Myeloid malignancy (MPD);
accelerated Flt3ITD-driven
AML development

[81]
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Table 2. Cont.

Genotype Major KO Mice Phenotype Hematologic Malignancy References

Tet2 gene trap
Enhanced self-renewal and long-term
repopulating capacity of fetal liver HSCs;
myeloid skewing

Not observed [109]

Tet2 gene trap; Tet2fl/fl Mx1-Cre
Expansion of HSPC and myeloid progenitors;
competitive repopulation advantage; myeloid
expansion

CMML-like disease (gene
trap) [95]

Tet2−/−
Expansion of HSPC and myeloid progenitors;
competitive repopulation advantage; skewed
differentiation toward myeloid lineage in vitro

Not observed [110]

Tet2 gene trap
Expansion of HSPC and myeloid progenitors;
competitive repopulation advantage; profound
leukocytosis

Myeloid malignancy (~30% of
KO mice; CMML, MPN, MDS,
etc.)

[111]

Tet2fl/fl Vav-Cre
Expansion of HSPC and myeloid progenitors;
competitive repopulation advantage CMML-like disease [112]

Tet2 gene trap (transplantation
of fetal liver cells)

Anemia, lymphopenia, thrombocytopenia,
dysplasia of myeloid cells MDS- or CMML-like diseases [116]

Tet2fl/fl Vav1-Cre or LysM-Cre
Suppression of leukemogenesis by WT, but not
catalytically inactive TET2 mutant

CMML (50%) or MPD (33.3%)
in Tet2fl/fl Vav1-Cre; no
malignancy in Tet2fl/fl

LysM-Cre

[117]

Tet2fl/fl Tet3fl/fl Mx1-Cre or
CreERT2

Rapid myeloid expansion; strong myeloid
skewing; fully-penetrant, transplantable, lethal
myeloid leukemia within 3–7 wk

Myeloid leukemia (100%,
transplantable, median
survival, 1 mo)

[118]

Tet2−/−, Tet2mut/mut Distinct gene expression profiles in both models

Myeloid (44.4%) and
lymphoid (38.9%) diseases in
Tet2−/− mice; myeloid
malignancy (78.5%) in
Tet2mutmut mice

[119]

Tet2 gene trap

Outgrowth of Tfh-like cells in the spleen;
lymphomas with similar gene expression
patterns as Tfh cells; aberrant DNA methylation
and hydroxymethylation

T-cell lymphoma with Tfh
features (median survival,
~67 wk)

[120]

Tet2fl/fl Vav-Cre or CD19-Cre

Defective class switch recombination and affinity
maturation; germinal center hyperplasia;
impaired plasma cell differentiation; mimics
CREBBP mutant

Not observed [121]

Tet2fl/fl Vav-Cre
Hypermethylation in germinal center B cells;
impaired B-cell TF by loss of enhancer 5hmC Not observed [122]

Tet2fl/fl CD19-Cre
B-cell accumulation; abnormalities in the B1-cell
subset; acquisition of AID-mediated mutations
in Tet2 KO tumors

B-cell malignancy (50% of
mice) [123]

Tet1−/− Tet2−/−
Increased common lymphoid progenitor and
B-cell colony formation; increased short-term,
but not long-term, repopulation capacity

B-cell malignancy (median
survival, 20 mo,
transplantable)

[124]

Tet2fl/fl Tet3fl/fl CD19-Cre
Increased G-quadruplexes and R-loops;
increased DNA double-strand breaks at
immunoglobulin switch regions

B-cell lymphoma (median
survival, 20 wk; DLBLC-like); [125]

Tet2fl/fl Tet3fl/fl CreERT2

Impaired class switch recombination via
impaired AID expression; impaired 5hmC
modification and chromatin accessibility of
super-enhancers in the Aicda locus

Not observed [56]
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5.4. Dysregulation of TET2 in Hematologic Malignancies

Although TET2 mutations are prevalent in hematologic neoplasms, TET2 muta-
tion alone is insufficient to potently drive hematopoietic transformation (Table 2). In-
deed, only a subset of TET2 KO mice developed myeloid and/or lymphoid malignan-
cies with partial penetrance and very long latencies (~2 years) [92–94]. Myeloprolif-
eration and lethal neoplasia resembling human CMML, MPN, AML, and MDS were
most prominent in mice when Tet2 was deleted in all hematopoietic cells, including
HSCs [95,108,111,112,116]. However, with the deletion of Tet2 in differentiated myeloid
cells (using LysM-Cre), no malignancies were observed, indicating that the TET2 LOF needs
to occur in early HSPCs to initiate hematologic diseases [117]. Myeloid leukemogenesis
was strikingly potentiated in mice doubly deficient for TET2 and TET3, resulting in highly
aggressive, fully-penetrant, and transplantable myeloid leukemias within three to seven
weeks [118]. Furthermore, the catalytic activity of TET2 was initially shown to be essential
for the suppression of leukemogenesis [117], but a later study showed that both TET2 KO
and catalytic mutant mice developed malignancies with distinct disease spectra: while
TET2 KO mice developed both myeloid and lymphoid malignancies, the catalytic mutant
mice almost exclusively developed myeloid malignancies [119]. Interestingly, the Tet3
allele was lost during leukemic progression to AML in the TET2 catalytic mutant mice,
suggesting that the TET2 catalytic activity might be important for genome stability.

TET2 deficiency also drives lymphomagenesis (Table 2). TET2 depletion in gene trap
mice led to T-cell lymphomas with Tfh features after a long latency (median ~67 weeks) [120].
Consistent with frequent TET2 mutations in DLBCL, Tet2 deletion in HSPCs or B cells in
mice (using Vav-Cre or CD19-Cre) caused germinal center hyperplasia and impaired
plasma cell differentiation by impairing germinal center B cell epigenome and transcrip-
tome [121,122], ultimately developing B-cell lymphoma [123]. Furthermore, mice with
combined deletion of Tet1 and Tet2 in HSPCs (using Mx-Cre) developed lethal B cell ma-
lignancies and died within 20 months [124]. Furthermore, mice with a combined deletion
of Tet2 and Tet3 in B cells (using CD19-Cre) rapidly developed DLBCL-like tumors from
germinal center B cells with complete penetrance and a median survival of ~20 weeks [125].
Notably, the expanded cells in these mice robustly accumulated DNA damage associated
with increased G-quadruplex and R-loop structures [125].

Intriguingly, preleukemic hematopoietic cells from Csf3r/RUNX1 mutant mice pro-
gressed to AML by acquiring CXXC4ITD (ITD, internal tandem duplication) mutation as a
second hit [126]. The CXXC4 (also called IDAX) gene was originally part of an ancestral
TET2 gene. During evolution, it underwent chromosomal rearrangement and was sepa-
rated from the TET2 gene, forming a separate gene that encodes the CXXC domain of the
ancestral TET2 protein (Figure 1a) [127]. The accumulated CXXC4ITD mutations elevated
levels of IDAX proteins by increasing their stability. Consistent with the antagonistic ef-
fect of IDAX on TET2 protein levels, as previously reported [127], CXXC4ITD mutations
decreased TET2 protein levels, which seemed to drive the malignant transformation to
AML [126].

5.5. Cooperation with Additional Mutations

As described previously, TET2 mutations seem to increase the pool of pre-leukemic
HSPCs that are susceptible to subsequent mutations (i.e., second hits) to develop into
full-blown diseases (Figure 2). Indeed, TET2-mutated cancers often harbor various coop-
erating mutations in genes encoding FLT3, ASXL1, JAK2, EZH2, NRAS, KIT, RHOA,
DNMT3A, SRSF2, AML-ETO1, etc. [92,93,128,129]. The outcome of this cooperation
has been functionally evaluated in TET2 KO mice harboring one of these mutations,
such as Flt3ITD [130], Asxl1 [131], JAK2V617F [132], Ezh2 [133], Nras [134], KITD816V [135],
RhoAG17V [136], DNMT3AR882H [137], SRSF2P95H [138], AML-ETO [139], etc. Overall, when
combined with a TET2 LOF, these mutations substantially accelerated the development
of various types of hematologic neoplasms with significantly shortened latencies; major
phenotypes of the mice are summarized in [93].
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It is notable that despite the opposing effects of DNMT3A and TET2 loss in shap-
ing early myeloid versus lymphoid biases of early progenitors, loss of either protein in
mice leads to similar long-term outcomes in terms of development of lethal malignan-
cies [81,108]. However, TET2- and DNMT3A KO mice responded differently to even the
same cooperating mutations: when combined with Flt3ITD mutation, TET2 KO mice died
more rapidly of mostly MPNs, while DNMT3A KO mice survived longer but eventu-
ally developed mixed phenotype acute leukemia [81]. Despite the epistatic relationship
in the DNA methylation-hydroxymethylation pathway, DNMT3A and TET2 mutations
are often concurrent in lymphoma and leukemia patients [97–100], suggesting that both
enzymes sometimes work in parallel to produce a common result. Consistent with this,
the combined deletion of Dnmt3a and Tet2 in mice displayed synergism to enhance the
competitive advantage and expression of lineage-specific TFs in HSCs, eventually resulting
in an accelerated progression of multiple malignancies, including CMML-like diseases and
B/T-cell lymphoma [140]. A similar synergistic impact was also observed in TET2 KO mice
expressing DNMT3AR882H mutation [137]. However, it remains poorly understood why
the LOF of DNMT3A and TET2 results in divergent effects in early HSPC commitment but
more convergent effects later.

6. TET Modulation of Inflammation in Clonal Hematopoiesis

Chronic low-grade inflammation is a hallmark of aging and thus has gained consid-
erable attention from hematologists due to its potential role as a cell-extrinsic contributor
to CHIP (Figure 2). Bone marrow niches play an active role in the initiation and pro-
gression of hematologic cancers, particularly myeloid malignancies [141]. Niche-driven
pro-inflammatory signals such as tumor necrosis factor α, interleukin-6 (IL-6), and IL-1 cre-
ate a hostile environment for normal HSCs and can contribute to malignancy by conferring
a competitive advantage on HSCs harboring specific mutations [141]. Previous studies have
identified inflammation as a key determinant for the selective advantage of TET2 KO HSPC
and disease progression. Notably, TET2 KO HSPC resisted inflammatory signals. Upon
pro-inflammatory stimuli such as lipopolysaccharide or diabetes-induced hyperglycemia,
TET2 KO HSPC and mature myeloid cells were amplified, increasing systemic levels of IL-
6 [142,143]. Then, IL-6 led to hyperactivation of the Shp2/Stat3/Morrbid pathway in TET2
KO HSPCs. Given that Morrbid is an anti-apoptotic long noncoding RNA that selectively
suppresses pro-apoptotic Bim expression, TET2 loss may provide preleukemic HSPCs with
a survival advantage to drive clonal expansion in an inflammatory milieu [142,143]. Like-
wise, TET2 loss in murine and human HSPCs also augmented clonal advantage under an
inflammatory environment containing TNF-α [144]. Another study showed that TET2 defi-
ciency led to systemic bacterial dissemination and elevated IL-6 production by disrupting
the integrity of the intestinal barrier, which was critical for preleukemic myeloprolifera-
tion. Notably, the TET2 loss-induced myeloproliferation could be substantially reversed
using antibiotic treatment or under germ-free conditions [145]. In agreement with this
observation, the suppression of gut microbiota-dependent inflammation with antibiotics
or pharmacological inhibition of TNF-α also suppressed the expansion of myeloid and
lymphoid malignancies in vivo [146]. Together, these results indicate that inflammatory
signals confer on TET2-mutant HSPC a competitive advantage to drive clonal expansion.
Intriguingly, TET2 acted as a cell-intrinsic suppressor of the inflammatory response in
myeloid cells by recruiting HDAC2 to suppress IL-6 [147,148]. Thus, CHIP-associated TET2
mutations may establish a positive feedback loop: the TET2-mutant myeloid cells potenti-
ate CHIP by amplifying the inflammatory environment through elevated IL-6 secretion,
which then further augments the competitive advantage and amplification of TET2-mutant
HSPCs in the bone marrow by exerting a negative effect on the normal counterparts.

7. Perspectives and Conclusions

Recent systematic studies involving the next-generation sequencing of tumor genomes
have shown that mutations in genes encoding two key DNA-modifying enzymes, DNMT3A
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and TET2, are recurrent events in CHIP as well as in a wide range of hematologic malignan-
cies. These mutations occur at an early HSPC stage, and then the expanded premalignant
clones acquire additional mutations to further develop into frank malignancies (Figure 2).
Thus, the advancement of next-generation sequencing may enable the early detection
of hematologic neoplasms. However, only a subset of aged individuals with CHIP de-
velops full-blown malignancy, so factors determining the progression of CHIP clones to
malignancy remain to be fully determined.

The mutational profiling in patient samples and analyses of various murine models
mimicking LOF mutations in DNMT3A and TET2, alone or in combination, have made
significant progress in our understanding of the underlying molecular mechanisms through
which these epigenetic regulators influence normal and malignant hematopoiesis. Nonethe-
less, there are several key areas in which many unresolved questions remain (Figure 3).
Foremost among these would be why DNMT3A and TET2 mutations have profound effects
on HSC clonal expansion and progression to malignancies, how they display overlapping
and nonoverlapping effects, how they interact with a variety of second hits during clonal
evolution to full-blown malignancies, how they work together with cell-extrinsic factors to
establish clonal dominance, and whether the LOF in the absence of coding region mutations
also leads to similar effects on CHIP and oncogenesis. It will also be interesting to define
whether the combined LOF of TET proteins, with TET2 and TET1/3 being inactivated
genetically and epigenetically, respectively, display more robust driving effects in CHIP
and oncogenesis. Fundamentally, both proteins are crucial regulators of gene expression
that control DNA methylation status, TF binding, DNA flexibility and integrity, chromatin
architecture and stability, histone modifications, and even three-dimensional genome in-
teractions. Any aberrations occurring in these processes may have critical impacts on
the establishment of clonal hematopoiesis and subsequent tumor progression. Therefore,
further characterization of the epigenetic regulation of clonal hematopoiesis and malignant
transformation is warranted to decipher the precise transformation mechanism.
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